
Driving Directions to Mas Saint Antoine from the: 
 
Avignon TGV Train Station 
 
Exit the main black metal gates after collecting your car. This will be one way traffic, at end turn left, then 
after 100m turn left again & this will bring back towards the TGV station. Just before the large metal gates 
directly in front of you, take the road to your right. Follow this to the first roundabout & take the 1st exit, 
signposted "Arles", cross the next roundabout taking the 2nd exit going underneath the overpass, signposted 
"Arles", go left at the next roundabout 1st eligible exit, signposted "Arles", cross over the Durance River 
bridge & continue to next roundabout (metal castle like cut outs on roundabout), take 4th exit, signposted 
"Chateaurenard & Rognonas" continue to next mini roundabout and take the left or 1st exit signposted 
"Rognonas", (you should be able to see the Church bell tower in the distance) Continue straight aiming for the 
bell tower, approx 1km, passing on your right the U Express supermarket & petrol station then the Church 
immediately on your right, this is the centre of Rognonas, go straight until you are at a 'T' intersection, turn 
left, sign posted Chateaurenard, you should also notice 'LE3B' on your right, continue until you see the "end 
of village sign" & 200 metres past this, on your right you will find signs for Mas Saint Antoine, turn in here & 
continue down the driveway, past the villa at the start of the drive, following the small "Mas St Antoine" sign 
by the letterboxes to the carpark where we will be waiting to greet you. 
 
From the autoroute A7 – Marseille Airport/Nice/Paris/Lyon/UK: 
 
Take the sortie (exit ) Junction 24, Avignon Sud, and right after paying at the toll booth keep to the left and 
take the lane for Chateaurenard. DO NOT take the right lane towards Avignon . Cross the Durance river & 
take the first exit right. At the very large traffic circle under the bridge take the 2nd exit to follow signs for 
Chateaurenard on D28 . After approx 6kms & having crossed another roundabout you will reach the outskirts 
of Chateaurenard & a roundabout, there will be a tourist information area on your right. Go straight & veering 
right at the 2nd opportunity, (the 1st will be the exit to Lidel supermarket off the roundabout) follow the signs 
for Avignon on the D571. ( DO NOT follow signs for " centre ville " ) You will by-pass Chateaurenard on an 
unattractive industrial road, passing MacDonalds & Intermarche - after 2 traffic lights you come to a "T" 
junction, you can only turn right then 20metres later will be a roundabout with a set of green gates in the 
middle, take 1st exit & follow signs for Rognonas on the D571, at next roundabout take 2nd exit to Rognonas 
& next larger roundabout take 2nd exit signposted Rognonas, continue for approx 200m make a left towards 
Rognonas on D34, on your right will be the Bio Shop. Approx 500 metres after your turn & on a sweeping 
bend & on your left you will see signs for Mas Saint Antoine, turn in here & continue down the driveway, 
past the villa at the start of the drive, following the small "Mas St Antoine" sign by the letterboxes to the 
carpark, where we will be waiting to greet you. 
 
Avignon Airport: 
 
At the main (2nd) roundabout from the airport take the 3rd exit onto the N7 direction A7 signposted Aix-en-
Provence and Cavaillon.  About 2kms stay in the right lane and immediately after the next roundabout move 
into the left lane which will be signposted N7 to Senas and Noves at the lights.  This will take you up onto the 
bridge crossing the Durance river & take the first exit right. At the very large traffic circle under the bridge 
take the 2nd exit to follow signs for Chateaurenard on D28 . After approx 6kms & having crossed another 
roundabout you will reach the outskirts of Chateaurenard & a roundabout, there will be a tourist information 
area on your right. Go straight & veering right at the 2nd opportunity, (the 1st will be the exit to Lidel 
supermarket off the roundabout) follow the signs for Avignon on the D571. ( DO NOT follow signs for " 
centre ville " ) You will by-pass Chateaurenard on an unattractive industrial road, passing MacDonalds & 
Intermarche - after 2 traffic lights you come to a "T" junction, you can only turn right then 20metres later will 
be a roundabout with a set of green gates in the middle, take 1st exit & follow signs for Rognonas on the 
D571, at next roundabout take 2nd exit to Rognonas & next larger roundabout take 2nd exit signposted 
Rognonas, continue for approx 200m make a left towards Rognonas on D34, on your right will be the Bio 
Shop. Approx 500 metres after your turn & on a sweeping bend & on your left you will see signs for Mas 
Saint Antoine, turn in here & continue down the driveway, past the villa at the start of the drive, following the 
small "Mas St Antoine" sign by the letterboxes to the carpark, where we will be waiting to greet you. 

 
 



 
 

 


